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SOUND NEVER LOOKED BETTER

INNOVATION IS EVERYWHERE

PERFECT PARTNERS

TRUE MERIDIAN PERFORMANCE

Introducing M6 – a loudspeaker developed through an inspired

M6 showcases a striking design approach in combination with

By partnering M6 Loudspeakers with Meridian’s Audio Core 200 you can enjoy a

Don’t let its compact design fool you. M6 remains true to

approach to contemporary design by Meridian, world leaders in

unique Meridian technologies that allow a level of performance that

complete Meridian sound system, delivering uncompromised audio performance.

Meridian’s founders’ original design ethos: to create the

state-of-the-art audio and video home entertainment systems.

is unsurpassed by traditional ’speaker designs. The gently tapered

Audio Core 200 is perfect for bringing together all your audio sources, offering

best-sounding loudspeakers in a form that blends seamlessly

column that creates the enclosure of each M6 is formed from a

outstanding preamplifier quality coupled with powerful Meridian Resolution

into your home. All the necessary amplifiers and electronics are

From its slim, soft shape and gentle taper to the use of non-reflective

specially developed, barium-doped resin. Uniquely heavy and rigid,

Enhancement technologies including FIFO buffering for the very best sound

neatly hidden in the space-saving circular base.

finishes, the first impression given by M6 is intentionally not that

it is precision moulded into a complex form – impossible to achieve

quality. Enjoy access to multiple sources and a minimal, elegant design that

of a loudspeaker. However, M6 is the epitome of a Meridian DSP

using traditional manufacturing materials and techniques. The same

really is easy to use and easy to live with.

Loudspeaker, with all the features that make them unique in their ability

cylindrical enclosure gives M6 its naturally wide dispersion pattern,

Meridian benefits, including a level of performance matching

to combine superb sound with elegant design that’s at home in

filling your room with superbly-imaged, natural sound that can be

that of a conventional loudspeaker with eight times the

any room.

enjoyed from any position.

physical volume.

Attractive as a sculpture in its own right, M6 has a circular footprint

Its smooth, elegant form gives M6 a cylindrical acoustic radiation

Acoustically inert, the cylindrical enclosure provides separate,

and pleasing lines that you will admire and enjoy from all angles.

pattern, offering totally flexible placement options and a sound that

isolated housings for the wide-range and the low-frequency

Sitting discreetly under the precision-machined aluminium top-cap

does not significantly vary in volume as you move closer to or further

drivers. There’s also a tuned porting system that further extends

that highlights each M6 loudspeaker is an elegant 360° diffused light

away from the loudspeaker.

the loudspeaker’s low-frequency performance. And with the

‘halo’, that indicates whether the loudspeaker is active or in standby.

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) throughout delivers traditional

low-frequency driver mounted so that it plays downwards,
bass reproduction is solid and floor-loaded, helping M6 blend
effortlessly into the listening environment.
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